MÅLRETTET PROFESSIONELLE INDKØBERE |
DIRECTED AT PROFESSIONAL BUYERS

Magasinet NU er målrettet professionelle indkøbere
af livsstilsprodukter som mode, tilbehør, design og interiør.
Magasinet indeholder et mix af internationale messeoptakter og omtale af danske mode- og designvirksomheder samt deres nye kollektioner.

The NU buyer’s magazine is targeted professional buyers of lifestyle products such as fashion, accessories,
design and interior items.
The magazine’s content is a mix of trade fair previews
and articles about Danish design and fashion companies
and their new collections. The magazine is free of charge
for the recepients. NU is an international trade magazine
that provides an overview of the new season’s fashion
and design news. The magazine is a functional tool directed at clothing, accessories and interior buyers in
Europe.

NU er et seriøst, internationalt btbmagasin, der giver
indkøberne et samlet overblik på sæsonens nyheder.
Magasinet er et funktionelt og inspirerende værktøj.

INTERNATIONAL EKSPORTUDGAVE

INTERNATIONAL ISSUE

Den næste udgave af NU International udkommer i
januar 2018 forud for sæsonstart.

The next edition of NU will release in January 2018
ahead of the European trade fairs.

Magasinet sendes direkte til 8.000 indkøbere på de
vigtigste europæiske markeder. Butikkerne og stormagasinerne udvælges på baggrund af annoncørernes
ønsker – magasinet NU sendes til annoncørernes nøglekunder og potentielle kunder.
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The magazines are sent directly to 8,000 buyers in Europe. The shops and department stores are selected on
basis of the advertisers lists of their key customers and
lists of potential new customers.
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HALO

Anja Bisgaard Gaede runs the Herning-

than 10 years of experience with trends

chat about upcoming trends for Spring/
Summer 2018.

- We will see a trend toward tricoloured

and colours and has been self-employed

styles such as three stripe blouses or com-

and is a member of Heimtextil’s trendtable

This colour combination trend is eve-

for the last three years. She advices fashion

and interior designers on upcoming trends
and Color Marketing Group.

NU has met with Anja Bisgaard Gaede to
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plete outfits with a skirt in one colour, a top
in another and a pair of shoes in a third.

rywhere: in fashion, in store décor and so

on. The look is fresh and commercial, and

fashion buyers are encouraged to embrace

the new trend by bringing more colours
into play when buying bags, shoes and belts

and other accessories, says Anja Bisgaard
Gaede.

Focus on silhouettes, embellishments and texture
When it comes to the season’s silhouettes,

we will see a trend towards challenging
- In women’s fashion, we can expect to see

oversized silhouettes and some 80s-inspired wide legs and wide shoulders. The style
is masculine, which shows in items such
as the double-breasted suit jacket. Skirts

and dresses come in three-quarter lengths,
says the trend expert.

LENE BJERRE

ZONE

ZONE

BY HELLE MATHIESEN
BY HELLE MATHIESEN

traditional designs.

TRADEMARK LIVING

New trends revolve around the Danish concept of hygge and takes inspiration
from the raw nature of the North Sea, which gives the style a rustic twist.

B.YOUNG

BY HELLE MATHIESEN

based trend agency SPOTT. She has more

HÜBSCH

”HYGGE”
COMBINED WITH RAW NATURE

H2O

KAFFE

Trend expert Anja Bisgaard Gaede from the Danish trend agency SPOTT has met with NU for a
chat about this season’s colour trends. One of the new colour tendencies for Spring/Summer
2018 is to combine three colours.

HÜBSCH

LENE BJERRE

This season, the PREMIUM GROUP presents
how the streetwear look differs across each
of the Group’s platforms, in order to help
buyers transporting the looks into their stores.

TRICOLOURED

SPEEDTSBERG

GREENGATE

In the part of women’s fashion, where the

look is neat, fine and feminine, we will

see lots of embellishments such as twists,
knots, flounces, lace and asymmetrical dra-

pings. Decorative details are in focus, and
so is the texture of the fabrics, which will
have a casual feeling to it.

The colours in this particular look are toned down and mellow.

- Neutral basic colours are used in a neo-classic
look, in which shapes are approached in new

ways – for example by giving sleeves a new
bell-shaped look, says Anja Bisgaard Gaede.

Colours in disharmony

The above-mentioned fashion trend is challenged by another trend that focuses on
strong contrast colours.

MODEBRANCHEN.
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Today, “streetwear” is the best phrase that

we have to describe the current global language of fashion, music, lifestyle and social

media that unites people from all over the

world. Over the years, a cocktail of genres
like skateboarding, workwear, military
and athletic-inspired clothing – among

many others – have blended together to

create a homogenous streetwear culture
that is now the backbone of big directional

shifts in mainstream tastes. But having a
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JUST FEMALE

greater understanding of the composite
parts is a prerequisite to comprehending

the full spectrum and all its complex nuances. At the different trade fair platforms

PREMIUM GROUP shows how the streetwear look differs.

The female take
With

a

focus

on

feminine

designs,

SHOW&ORDER KRAFTWERK BERLIN pre-

sents the female take on this season’s trend,

combining streetwear pieces with statement
jewellery that makes the look complete.

BRIGHT sets the bar

At BRIGHT, visitors will be privy to a

feature and are returning to the spotlight
with new collections.

Fashion-forward at SEEK
SEEK highlights fashion-forward, contem-

range of core skate brands that truly set

porary and independent companies, some of

from Levi’s and New Balance bring us to

elevated streetwear and modern menswear,

the bar for streetwear in the early days,

while the latest skateboarding collections

the modern era. Nostalgic hip-hop labels
like Pelle Pelle and ECKO Unltd. will also

which have yet to be discovered by a mainstream audience. The show is a mixture of

including standout names, which are supplemented by small, niche products.

Defining trends

world of interior design is already a big success in Denmark and in export markets. New

PREMIUM occupies a space oriented more

trends add a raw twist to the Danish pheno-

to the classic end of the spectrum, show-

menon making the style a little more rustic.

casing established, staple brands plus a

- Inspiration is found in the stormy and

range of specialist offerings from names

harsh Cold Hawaii area near the North Sea

like Onepiece to Superga. As a whole, PRE-

in Thy. Nature’s blue, grey and green tones

MIUM addresses the defining trends ma-

dominate the scenery, says Anja Bisgaard

king the biggest impact today.

Gaede from the trend agency SPOTT.

The PREMIUM GROUP trade fairs take

Prints draw inspiration from the green co-

place June 4-6, 2017.

MODEBRANCHEN.

Bringing the Danish concept of hygge into the

lours, which have been trendy for a while
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now. That goes for flowers, leaves and maritime elements as well. The graphical leave motifs seem to be taking over for floral patterns.

- Health is a megatrend, which long has had
a big impact on home interior products and

the trend is now reinforced with loads of
live plants and plant motifs on everything

ranging from cushions to wallpapers, says
Anja Bisgaard Gaede.

The joy of colours
Another important development within

home interior is a tendency to use more colours in our homes.

- It’s a trend that is becoming more and
more important – also in the North,

where we embrace simplicity, toned-

down colours and pure lines. Reds, blues
and greens stand out and gold can be ad-

ded to the mix for a touch of elegance,

says Anja Bisgaard Gaede. The style is
decorative and inspired by French interiors. Materials used in this trend include
velour, glass and porcelain.

Earth colours
Light brown and deep orange colours are

mixed tone-on-tone and play a central role
in this season’s trends.

- Here, we see a love for handmade items,

harmonious colour combinations and soft,

organic shapes. Natural materials such as
leather, wood, clay and cork dominate this
trend, the trend expert explains.

dern tones of green are used in contrast

and mellow colours for a fresh new look.

feminine look. The style draws inspiration

and furniture industry and serves as refre-

styles.

- Violet colour tones are mixed for a more

from Victorian elements with simple and ele-

gant decorations, says Anja Bisgaard Gaede,
who adds that crystal chandeliers are key

items, while velours and materials with a me-

tallic finish emphasize the decorative look.

Feminine berry tones

More colour options

Feminine berry tones, deep plum and mo-

Strong colours are combined with dusty

The new and optimistic way to work with
colours are seen in all parts of the interior

shing change within Nordic design. Black,

grey, white and dark blue are classic colours, which will make up an essential part

of the Autumn/Winter 2017/2018 season
within home furnishing. One colour looks

and minimalistic interior styles remain popular trends. The new blue tones and peach
colours create a new, yet simple look.

MODEBRANCHEN.
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Article

» RETAILERS SHOULD ATTRACT
CUSTOMERS BY BECOMING THEIR
OWN CURATOR AND OPEN THE
WAY FOR CREATING A UNIQUE
EXPRESSION «

Article

KREAFUNK

Premium
The Cube 2

Dance

Article

» ONE TWO // LUXZUZ DESIGNS
EIGHT COLLECTIONS A YEAR, WHICH
ARE DELIVERED TO STORES EIGHT
WEEKS AFTER ORDER PLACEMENT «

ANETTE ECKMANN, TREND EXPERT

JACK POULSEN, CEO AND OWNER

WHILE
THE MUSIC IS PLAYING
Kreafunk expands with more life style products in an effort
to spread joy among its consumers and encourage living in
the present moment. The new products are set to launch at
the Premium fashion fair in Berlin, which clearly reflects the
diversification within the lifestyle industry.

IB LAURSEN
STELTON
BLOOMINGVILLE

KREAFUNK

COLLECTIONS A YEAR

BY HELLE MATHIESEN

- Good design, increased mobility, cool

functionalities and great sound are key

elements at Kreafunk, which is expanding
its collection with new items, Ruben Fog-

Fredsgaard, CEO and founding partner says
to NU.

- Naturally, we are keeping with the essence of Kreafunk, namely developing

creative and functional products – hence

the name Kreafunk. But we plan to make
even more out of the experience that surrounds the products. In other words, we
strive to spice up life a bit, says Ruben Fog-

Fredsgaard. He adds that the philosophy of
Kreafunk as a lifestyle brand is centred on
real, actual life.

A lifestyle brand
- We are not trying to brand ourselves into
a piece of scenery, where everything is
staged. On the contrary, the Kreafunk way

of living is about getting the most out of
everyday, says Ruben Fog-Fredsgaard.

MEET THE NORDIC DESIGN
COMMUNITY AT FORMLAND

Among the new items are sleeves with
leather details and a leather accessories

collection featuring a cabelorganizer, a

keychain and a USB keyring that let’s you

charge your devices “on-the-go” – for exam-

GUARANTEE A FASHION STORE
THAT ALWAYS LOOKS NEW,
EXCITING AND FRESH

MADAM STOLTZ

Trend zone inspires retailers to become their own curator at Formland in Herning.

ple your Kreafunk headset.

- The development of Kreafunk’s product

portfolio reflects the blurring of sector bar-

BY HELLE MATHIESEN

gether more and more. That’s also the rea-

city Herning you can attend exciting trend

riers in the lifestyle industry, where design,
interior, fashion and technology melt to-

At the trade fair Formland in the Danish

son why we are exhibiting at the Premium

zones and inspiring trend talks by trend

fashion fair in Berlin for the very first time,

experts within the design industry. Form-

says Ruben Fog-Fredsgaard, who, together

land is the place to enjoy the latest collec-

with Kreafunk’s sales team – is looking for-

tions within Nordic design combined with

ward to presenting the many new, funky

trends and tendencies for Autumn/Winter

items at The Cube 2 at Premium. After that,

2017/18. Be inspired and update your store

Kreafunk continues its season presenta-

within the latest trends, colours and plenty

tion at seven other design and interior fairs

across Europe, including Formland at the

from all kinds of styles in order to achieve

SPEEDTSBERG

a new and individual context. Visitors are

TRADEMARK LIVING

challenged to personally choose which ele-

ONE TWO // LUXZUZ
BY HELLE MATHIESEN

CEO Jack Poulsen from the Danish fashion

role, and art, design and craftsmanship

Art, design and functionality blend togeth-

DAB+ signal and it also has FM and bluetooth

products. The aim is to celebrate the art of

expression, where it is allowed to “steal”

Inspiring Trendzone

and industry. Read about each community
at www.formland.com

tRADIO is a completely new radio from Kreafunk that supports the new

that feature unique combinations of ob-

to that and attract customers by becoming

communities. Each community is an indica-

er, when Formland, in collaboration with

Eckmann Studio, opens its doors to the
trend zone Galerie Èclectique. This time

around, the trend zone takes form of an ex-

- Artful expression is essential as everyone
wants be their own. Retailers should live up

their own curator and open the way for cre-

company X-press Group – the company

ating a unique expression. Colours, scents

behind the brand One Two // Luxzuz – is a

and other sense impressions play a central

are essential references in this context,

says Anette Eckmann, owner of Eckmann
Studio.

Formland takes place August 17-20,
2017 in MCH Messecenter Herning.

busy man. Since the beginning more than

20 years ago, X-press Group, which sells
women’s fashion with short-term deliver-

HÜBSCH

ies, has focused solely on the Scandinavian

market. But from 2016, the company has
expanded its efforts and turned its atten-

DANSK SMYKKEKUNST

tion to new markets in Germany, Austria,
Belgium and Holland.

hibition – an ode to art, where the best of
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B3-206/207
Copenhagen

jects – from vintage finds to art and design

ments fit into their store, or, “gallery”.

Formland is divided into different creative

Danish home market.

a selection of different styles melt together. The exhibition consists of small salons

tive of the exhibitors’ style, atmosphere

of product news.

ONE TWO // LUXZUZ
Modefabriek Amsterdam
and CIFF Showrooms

A flow of fresh fashion styles make for an exciting and inspiring
store. The consumers love to meet new items when the go
shopping, says owner and CEO Jack Poulsen. Retailers can have
a look at the new One Two // Luxzuz collection for Autumn 2017
at Modefabriek in Amsterdam.

MODEBRANCHEN.
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- Holland is already moving really fast

World of Fashion München. In addition, the

can look forward to the most current and

market. The German market is growing as

Fashion flow

patience, says Jack Poulsen to the NU maga-

tions a year, which are delivered to stores

the shops when they buy express items.

closely followed by the Belgium market,

which I expect to grow as big as the Dutch
well, but at a slower pace. It’s a much bigger market, which requires a little more
zine.

In Germany, One Two // Luxzuz is represented in MCH Mode Centrum Hamburg,

in Hauser der Mode Frankfurt and in MTC

brand shows the new collection at the Modefabriek fair in Amsterdam in July 2017.

One Two // Luxzuz designs eight colleceight weeks after order placement.

Working with suppliers of express fashion
brings about a lot of advantages.

- Thanks to our collection structure, buyers

new One Two // Luxzuz styles at CIFF and

Modefabriek, says Jack Poulsen and states

that there are a number of advantages for

- Orders are placed closer to season start,
which makes it possible to make additional
purchases on top of your existing purchase.
The closer you get to the season start, the
closer you are to catching the most current

trends and colours. There is a high mark-

up on items from One Two // Luxzuz. And

since you adjust your purchase to the most
current demand, it lessens the need for

selling off the fashion products at reduced
prices. A flow of fresh fashion styles in the
store and in the store window make for an

exciting and inspiring store – and consumers love a fresh flow of new items, says Jack
Poulsen.

See all the news at Modefabriek in Amsterdam and at CIFF in Copenhagen.
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